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Stranded Assets, which will be installed in the Arsenale during the 57th Biennale de Arte, was sparked by a visit 
made in September 2016 to the recently decommissioned coal-fired Giuseppe Volpi power station in Porto 
Marghera. This site was recently sold by ENEL to the private logistics company Transped S.P.A. From the time 
of the opening of the Biennale, this site will be beginning the process of conversion to a distribution center for 
industrial goods that move through the port.1 
 
My initial interest in the Volpi site grows out of its physical and historical proximity to the Arsenale. Both are 
infrastructural and logistic architectures tied to the economic and industrial development of the Veneto, and in 
addition have the current status of sites for the international circulation of goods and people. But the 
connection is even more concrete, as at the time of its construction in 1922, the Volpi site effectively replaced 
the Veneto’s diffuse electrical grid dating from the late 19th century, which was partially housed in the Arsenale 
as a local center of electrical production for the immediate area. Further, Giuseppe Volpi di Misurata – the 
power plant’s namesake, developed the Port of Marghera as the “lung” of the region’s cultural and industrial 
modernization. As Mussolini’s finance minister, he diverted state funds to military-industrial programs of land 
reclamation over the course of the 1920s and 1930s. This was concomitant to advancing the campaign of 
sventramento or “disembowelment” which attempted to modernize urban infrastructure and clear away 
architectural eclecticism. Volpi eventually became the president of the Biennale —who in 1932 instituted the 
world’s first international Biennale of Film —and acquired the Lido’s Excelsior and Grand Hotels after World 
War I, helping bring about Fascism’s rapprochement with capitalism.  
 
During my visit to the Volpi site, my attention was drawn to four early twentieth century decorative lamps 
housed in the curvilinear lobby stairwell. These lamps consist of an iron housing shaped like a large book, 
whose encased neon light is diffused by a shade comprised of approx. 125 Murano glass rods. My contribution 
to the Biennale began by understanding these lamps as reference points for an association between sites. But 
the connection between sites operates according to a scheme of apparent dislocation.2 The lamps themselves, 
being tailored to the curved stairwell of the Volpi building, will standout from the wall, hovering against the flat 
white exhibition architecture. This subtle lack of spatial conformity helps me to start thinking about circulating 
forces of dislocated production – whether the carriage of energy, what lays in the hold of a break-bulk ship, the 
tourist of artistic culture or the culture of the touring artist.  
 
The four original Volpi lamps will provide the main source of lighting in the space allotted for the work in the 
Arsenale, utilizing these items according to the mise en scene they provide. Loaned for the duration of the 
Biennale, they will be returned to the power plant once the exhibition is over. Their use repurposes the 
standards of neutral exhibition lighting associated with the display of contemporary art, creating instead a stage 

                                                
1 As the Economist reports in 2015, this was the first and as yet only of 23 underperforming coal fired power 
plants to be sold off. In addition to privatizing this underperforming infrastructure, “... ENEL hopes some will 
be turned into galleries and museums, using the conversion of the Bankside power station on London’s South 
Bank as a model [which] became the Tate Modern.” (http://www.economist.com/news/business/21678218-
italys-largest-power-company-faces-up- stranded-assets-problem-anyone-want-power)  
 
2 I want to emphasize this dislocation not in terms of the mundane artistic conventions of decontextualized 
appropriation, but rather with emphasis on concrete flows of power and representation that move through yet 
exceed the space of exhibition.  
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in the Arsenale that throws attention onto the source of illumination as something discursively and historically 
specific.  
 
Alongside the original lamps will hang sculptural reproductions of the lamps, fashioned out of a material 
commonly referred to as ‘fuel ash’ or ‘fly ash’. This material is a major waste product that results from the fuel 
refinement process (over 300 million tons estimated to be produced per year). This ash can be formed into a 
cement with the addition of water and a catalyst. While it is a historically specific industrial by-product 
generated during the process of fossil fuel refinement, its cementatious properties echo the ancient use of lava 
ash (both being so-called pozzolana) for architectural cement production, which in European history was 
widely used by the Romans for civic buildings and underwater construction. Today, as electricity flows 
constantly and invisibly, the ash that it produces piles up with every kilowatt-hour. It is comprised of all types 
of particulate matter captured and separated from the smoke released by power plants into the atmosphere, 
thereby re-routed into the massive solid waste ponds the regularly contaminate ground soil and water. In an 
attempt to minimize costs of disposal and maximize profit, lobbying groups have aggressively legislated for the 
right to re-sell the ash for re-use, which places it in all manner of product, most ubiquitously as a concrete 
replacement product and as a gypsum base for plasterboard and drywall.3 
 
Cast in fuel ash, the cemented reconstructions of the original Volpi lamps inscribe the lights’ decorative form 
into a literal concretion of both a surplus of base matter and a use value for its particular properties. This 
refashioning of the lamps’ old fashioned art decoratif ‘streamlined’ form also refashions them as remainders of 
a process of producing inassimilable waste as the obverse of the ideology of a ‘streamlined’ supply chain.  
 
Stranded Assets uses these sconces as historically specific design artifacts and as fragments of a broader context 
out of which they temporarily circulate. The lamps then might be understood as artifacts whose significance has 
representationally shifted from emblematically locating a centralized point on the power grid, to materially and 
representationally circulating signs. To this end the lamps’ design parameters become a touchstone for 
questions of representational access. The idea of ‘the book’ after all is the locus classicus of the circulation of 
enlightenment via access to communicational media. From the symbol of mass enlightenment, to ‘utilities’ for 
mass-illumination, to the waste of the productive process of rationalized industry: “On the path from myth to 
logistics, thought loses its capacity for self-reflection...” write the authors of the Dialectic of Enlightenment.  
For Venice, the lamps then will become supports for zones of material transparency and opacity, utilizing 
regionally produced murano glass to re-construct their shades with clear glass, through which in some 
instances artifacts from the site will be housed, and opaque black glass, which entirely blocks access. In some 
instances, the fuel ash mix has been littered with pulverized bones from common edible fish such as salmon, 
sole and cod, which are sometimes visible as encased and fossilized remains.  
 
Stranded Assets seeks to bring together the poles of material surplus and environmental illumination. The goal 
is to make sensible the ashy and emission filled zone between the visible and the material conditions of 
appearance. This zone is also clouded with legal mandates over environmental precarity and the forces of capital 
depreciation, which are also the subject of a specially produced publication  
 
included as part of the work at the Biennale: a facsimile of the ENEL technical manual detailing emissions 
standards, interspersed with images from abandoned Volpi site, and displayed on a stack of the drywall used to 
laminate the walls of the Arsenale, itself a compressed fuel ash product.  
 
 

                                                
3 The list of uses and products into which it goes is extensive and encompasses everything from toothpaste, 
bowling balls and carpet backing to grout, stucco and de-icing solution for roads and bridges.  
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